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OSI Günzburg Makes Donation to Help
Paralyzed Child
Funds support therapy not covered by insurance
Günzburg, Germany, November 15, 2016 – OSI Günzburg made a donation of
€3,000 to Anna Junginger. Anna is 12 years old and has been unable to walk since birth.
She suffers from spastic paralysis and has had to undergo many operations.
The money donated is to support the costs for Anna to receive Adeli therapy, which is
conducted at the Adeli Medical Center in Slovakia. This therapy gives hope to Anna and
her family, but unfortunately is not paid for by their health insurance.
OSI raised the money through a number of initiatives, which included:



A premium refund provided by the employers’ liability trade association,
which meant that with a small contribution of only €5, each employee could
purchase an OSI jacket.
Contributions raised from both the “Green Week” held in 2015, and from
previous company trips.

These activities raised the impressive amount of €2,605, with OSI management adding
to the sum to make it a nice, round €3,000.
On November 10, 2016, the OSI Günzburg team invited Anna and her mother Susanne
to visit the Günzburg facility, where they were handed the check. Shortly after that, the
team heard from Susanne, and she reported that the therapy in Slovakia had been
showing success, with Anna already making attempts to crawl.
All of OSI in Germany and throughout the world wishes Anna and her family all the best
and – in keeping with the slogan of the Einstein-marathon in Ulm, Germany –
Run, Anna, Run!
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